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       or the past year, you’ve likely been aware that  
       tax reform would usher in changes—but they  
may have seemed far off. That’s not the case anymore.  
Tax reform is real and it’s now. You are likely to 
experience some impact on this year’s tax return. 
As such, it’s important not to delay filing so you’ll 
know exactly where you stand in terms of your tax 
obligations or potential refunds.

To help you understand the tax changes that may 
affect you this year, please take some time to read 
our summary in this issue—along with our other 
features compiled to help you make the most of 
2019.

Of special note is our article on apps to protect 
your devices from cybersecurity threats. Cyber-
criminals are becoming bolder and more sophis-
ticated in their attempts to compromise personal 
and business data, so these apps are relevant now 
more than ever. Now is the time to make sure you 
proactively protect yourself and your business.

Please remember that our firm is here to help you 
this tax season and beyond. If you have any ques-
tions about the new tax laws, please don’t hesitate 
to reach out to us.

Wishing you a healthy and happy 2019!
Your Trusted Accounting Advisors

Happening Now! Tax Changes Are Here
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 Designate one place  
     where you can keep  
     your tax information.  
Having a dedicated folder (digital or paper) makes 
it easy to grab what you need when it’s time to 
organize your documents.
 

 Maximize your retirement  
     plan contributions.  
There’s still time to contribute to an IRA and lower 
your 2018 tax bill. You can deduct up to $5,500 
($6,500 if you’re 50 or older) from your taxes if you 
and your spouse are not covered by a retirement 
plan at work. If you are covered by an employer- 
sponsored plan, you can claim a deduction for 
your IRA contributions as long as you are within 
income limits.
 

 Take steps to protect your  
     identity to avoid tax fraud.  
For example, if you received an Identity Protection 
PIN (IP PIN) in the past, then be sure to provide 
this number on your tax return not only this year 
but on all future tax returns. This number changes  
every year, so look for an updated PIN from the 
IRS. Also, never send your sensitive financial  
information via email. Always use a secure  
sharing application instead. 

 Know the rules about your  
     foreign bank account.  
If the balance in the account(s) was greater than 
$10,000 in 2018, you’ll need to file an FBAR  
(Foreign Bank Account Reporting) form. Why,  
you might ask? The new name of the form might 
give you a hint: FinCEN Report 114. FinCEN 
stands for Financial Crimes Enforcement Network. 
Make sure you stay in compliance on this rule to 
avoid stiff penalties.  
 

 Contact our firm for help.  
This tax season may be a challenging one because 
it’s the first with the new tax reform mandates. 
Schedule an appointment with our firm early so  
we can take care of any issues or documentation 
that you may need. Be sure to check out the tax  
reform infographic in this issue as well for some   
additional tips.

                                          Tax season can feel  
                                           overwhelming, especially  
                                           if you leave filing your  
                                            return until the last  
                                                minute. Be proactive  
                                                and use the tips above  
                                                to tame any tax season                                                  
                                                stress.  
                                                                  Source:Bankrate.com

Now that the holidays are over, the weeks until the April tax filing deadline are  
going to fly by. Given that you should have all the information you need to file your 
2018 tax return by the end of January, there’s no reason to procrastinate on pulling  
all of your documentation together. If you do it now and follow the tips below, 
you’ll be in good shape to file early in the season (which means receiving any  
potential refund sooner).
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The first few weeks following the holidays can be slow for  
many businesses, but employing a few simple strategies 
can help you boost your sales now and throughout 2019.
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Focus on building  
trust, not advertising 
It’s no secret that traditional advertising has been 
losing its power to persuade prospects. According  
to Neilsen media research, the most-trusted sources  
of promotion in the digital era include people you 
know, branded sites, editorial sites and reviews. 
To tap into the trust-building opportunity, focus 
on providing relevant, helpful content on your 
website and asking your customers to write reviews  
on Yelp!, Google, Facebook and other sites where 
your target audience seeks referrals.  
 
Tap into creativity to  
combat conformity 
Sometimes it may seem easier to follow the herd 
(especially your competitors) when it comes to 
marketing your business, but from a sales perspective,  
this is not a winning strategy. Instead, think about 
the unique characteristics of your customers and 
what you can offer them to come up with a com-
pelling call to action. Once you have your message, 
share it in channels where your target audience looks  
for information about products and services like 
yours—not just where everyone else is advertising.
 
Learn how your customers  
like to communicate 
You can’t expect to make sales if you can’t connect 
with your customers in an engaging way. Find out 
how your customers want to hear from you. One 
of the best ways is to simply ask them! You can 
send out a survey or ask new customers how they 
heard about you. Of course, measuring the results 
of e-marketing initiatives for impact will also help 
you get a better idea of which forms of communi-
cation work best. 

Work to win the online battle  
Even if you don’t sell directly online, being able  
to connect with your customers via the internet is 
absolutely imperative. However, Businessinsider.com  
reports that roughly 30 percent of all internet users 
will be using ad blockers this year. This means that 
most traditional ads won’t reach one out of every 
three users. So what is a business owner to do to 
promote their brand online?
Instead of relying solely on online advertising, be 
sure that your website content is optimized for the 
search terms that your best prospects would use to  
find your products and services. In addition, keep 
in mind that experts predict over the next year or  
two that over 50 percent of all searches will be made  
through voice. This means it’s even more important  
to understand the questions customers ask to find 
your type of business online. 
 
Make high-touch service a priority 
Whether you serve customers in-person or remotely,  
providing excellent service is absolutely imperative.  
While this may seem basic, great service and an 
attitude of helpfulness can really set you apart in  
the current era of convenience-seeking consumers.  
Research shows that developing meaningful  
relationships with clients results in better retention 
and higher sales. 
 
 

If your business is sluggish at the beginning of the 
year, try putting these strategies in place to ring in 
more sales and add some momentum to your 2019 
marketing efforts. You may just find that this year 
becomes one of your most profitable yet!  
Source: Forbes.com
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Don’t Miss  
These Tax 
Deadlines
Keep these dates handy 
to avoid paying penalties 
 

JANUARY 15 | 2019
• Fourth quarter 2018 estimated  
  tax payments due
 

JANUARY 31| 2019
• W-2 and 1099-Misc forms due
 

MARCH 15 | 2019
• S-Corporation tax returns due
• Partnership, LLP and multi- 
  member LLC tax returns due
 

APRIL 15 | 2019
• Report of Foreign Bank and  
  Financial Accounts (FBAR) due
• First quarter 2019 estimated  
  tax payments due
• Personal income tax returns due
• C-Corporation tax returns due
 

JUNE 17 | 2019
• Second quarter 2019 estimated  
  tax payments due
 

SEPTEMBER 16 | 2019
• Third quarter 2019 estimated  
  tax payments due
• S-Corporation tax returns on  
  extension due
• Multi-Member LLC + Partnership  
  tax returns on extension due
 

OCTOBER 15 | 2019
• Report of Foreign Bank and  
  Financial Accounts (FBAR)  
  on extension due 
• C-Corporation tax returns  
  on extension due
• Personal income tax returns  
  on extension due
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If you only accomplish one goal for your personal and pro-
fessional peace of mind this year, make it implementing  
cybersecurity protection on all of your devices. While  
you could piece together different software and online 
apps, utilizing a security suite can make the process easier.  
To get started, check out these recommendations from 
PCMag.com.

Cybersecurity  
suites offer all-
around protection 
If you are ready to go beyond 
a simple antivirus program, a 
security suite that integrates 
antivirus protection, a firewall,  
a spam filter, ransomware 
blocking, and other features  
is ideal. 

There are many security com-
panies that offer suites with a 
full complement of cybersecu-
rity protection. PCMag.com 
has tested their recommended 
apps extensively, but you’ll also 
want to do your own research 
based on the unique needs of 
your business and your personal 
device usage. 

Basic vs. advanced 
security suites 
In general, there are three levels 
of security products: 1) a stand-
alone antivirus utility, 2) an 
entry-level security suite, and  

3) an advanced suite with  
additional features. 

Most entry-level suites include 
antivirus software, a firewall, 
anti-spam utilities, parental 
control, and additional privacy 
protection such as phishing site 
protection. The advanced suites 
typically have all of the above 
plus a backup component and 
some form of system tune-up 
utility. They may also have 
password managers and other 
security extras.

The suites that are mentioned 
below are great for personal  
protection, and you can defi-
nitely use them in a small 
business. Keep in mind, how-
ever, that as your company 
grows, you may need to switch 
to a software as a service (SaaS) 
system, which allows an admin-
istrator to monitor and manage 
security for a network of  
computers. 

Continued on page 10
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• Antivirus protection 
A system such as Windows  
Defender Security Center 

(which is built 
into Windows 
10) offers anti-
virus protection 
as well as man-

aging the software’s firewall and 
other security features. A plat-
form-based antivirus system 
like this is usually adequate for 
personal use when paired with 
other apps for a full complement  
of protection. For most busi-
nesses, however, it can’t replace 
a full-scale security suite, so be 
sure to add additional protec-
tion as outlined below.

• Firewall choices 
Typical personal firewalls offer 
two-prong protection: 1) they 
monitor all network traffic to 
prevent inappropriate access 
from outside the network and 
2) they keep tabs on running 
applications to make sure they 
don't abuse your network con-
nection. The built-in Windows 
Firewall handles monitoring 
traffic, but doesn't include pro-
gram control. A few security 

suites skip the firewall compo-
nent, figuring that Windows 
Firewall already does the most 
essential firewall tasks, so be 
sure to check out the features  
of any firewalls you install. 

• Spam squelchers 
Spam messages in your inbox  
are annoying. Most email pro-
viders understand this and offer  
some sort of filter to reduce the 
number of spam messages that 
make it into your regular email. 
If yours doesn’t, consider using 
a cybersecurity suite that does,  
as well as one that integrates 
with your email program. 

• Phishing and  
    privacy protection 
Even the best antivirus pro-
tection can’t shield you from 
fraudulent websites trying to 
trick you into giving away your 
security credentials. Phishing 
sites often disguise themselves 
as bank, auction sites or online 
game websites. When you enter 
your username and password, 
though, your account is in-
stantly compromised. 

Some cybersecurity suites  
offer additional alarm-based 

protection for user-defined 
sensitive data, credit cards, 
bank accounts and other  
financial information. There  
are also suites that contract 
with third-party companies  
to offer credit protection.

• Suites  
    streamline  
    security 
Aside from the obvious bene-
fit of more robust protection, 
another reason to use a cyber- 
security suite is because it will  
provide a more streamlined 

approach to security. An 
integrated suite generally uses 
fewer processes and less of your 
system’s resources to do its job. 

Continued from page 9
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approach to 
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• Backup utilities 
Having a backup of all your 
files is the ultimate security 
protection. This means that 

even if ransomware destroys 
your data, you can still restore 
it from backup. Some cyber- 
security suites include it in 
their entry-level product, but 
many times it is considered an 
advanced (and more expensive) 

offering. Be sure to look at the 
product you are purchasing so 
you know if it includes online 
file storage and/or the ability to 
make local backups.

• Mac and iOS Security 
While we have focused pre-
dominantly on the Windows 
operating system, we can’t 
ignore Mac users 
when it comes 
to cybersecurity. 
In fact, there are 
many cross-plat-
form multi-device suites that 
offer one source of protection 
for all your devices. That said, 
you typically don’t get as many 
features on macOS. This is 

because many companies just 
offer a Mac antivirus system 
rather than a full suite. It is 
important to ensure that if you 
use both Windows and macOS 
that you protect them both. 

As for iPhones and other iOS 
devices, Apple’s built-in security  
features can make it challenging  
for both malware coders and 
antivirus programmers. Many 
cross-platform suites simply 
skip iOS protection or only 
offer a bare bones experience. 
Given the platform’s intrinsic 
security, it rarely makes sense 
to expend one of your program 
licenses installing protection on 
an iPhone.
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Continued from page 10

It is important 
to ensure that 
if you use both 

Windows and macOS 
that you protect 

them both.

Regardless of whether you need personal or 
business protection or which operating system 
you use, take the time now to put a plan together 
to protect all of your devices from cyber threats. 
The sooner you do, the less risk there is of falling 
victim to a cybercrime. 

Start your cybersecurity  
protection planning now
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Budget will certainly play a role in what brand 

and quality of jewelry you are looking for, but it is 

also important to consider the recipient’s general 

personal style as well. Consider the following style 

categories when thinking of a jewelry gift. 

Sentimental 
Many people in this category tend to have a single 

piece of jewelry that they wear every day and/or  

never take off. If the person you are shopping for 

has a favorite omnipresent necklace, you may be  

better off looking to gift them with a ring or a 

bracelet instead of trying to “replace” an item they 

are emotionally attached to. An alternative is to 

find pieces that complement the sentimental piece.

Elegant 

If you are buying jewelry for someone who dresses  

up every day and wears a lot of glitzy pieces, you 

could soften their look by gifting them with a simple  

bracelet. If they already have a collection of pearls, 

for example, you may want to look at expanding 

their repertoire with a semi-precious stone such  

as an amethyst.

Statement Seekers 

If you know someone who always wears an 

eye-catching piece of jewelry and you want to give 

them a gift to expand their collection, try to pay 

attention to what type of jewelry they prefer. Do 

they like big earrings, bold necklaces or blinged-

out bangles? If you decide to gift more than one 

piece of jewelry and they are all statement pieces, 

avoid clashes of size, style and color. 

Preppy 

For friends and family members who are always 

well groomed and low-key chic, you could delight 

them with a monogram necklace, a charm bracelet,  

or a heart-shaped ring. All of these jewelry options 

will complement their nicely put together style.

Comfort 

For some people, style should never come at the 

expense of comfort. If you are purchasing a gift for 

someone who is more about khakis than couture, 

take into consideration the weight of the jewelry 

you are considering. Avoid anything too heavy. 

Ditto for anything with sharp edges. Be sure to side 

step pieces that push to the extremes of design, 

which may also be psychologically uncomfortable 

to wear.

 

Budget must also factor into any jewelry purchase. 

Consider how much you are able and willing to 

spend and then research stores that fit with your 

gift allowance. For those with larger budgets, in-

vesting in real gold is wise. If your budget is tighter, 

look for quality costume jewelry and purchase 

gold plated and sterling silver items when you can. 

In addition to finding a jeweler who can honor 

how much you want to spend, choose one who 

can also educate you on the pros and cons of 

different materials as well as share the latest trends.

This will aid you in finding a gift that is truly worthy 

of your recipient. 

Whether you need a special token of affection for your Valentine, you are shopping for 
a wedding gift, or you just want to treat someone special, it’s important to know how 
to select jewelry that truly fits your recipient’s style. These tips can help!



TAX 
REFORM 
IS REAL
HOW THE NEW TAX 
LAWS MAY IMPACT 

YOUR RETURN THIS TAX 
SEASON AND BEYOND
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Personal Exemption 
ELIMINATED
The $4,050 personal exemption 
for individuals and dependents.2

ACA Individual Mandate 
REPEALED
No healthcare coverage in 2019? 
You WILL NOT have to pay a tax  
penalty.

5
Mortgage Interest 
Deduction
DROPPED
Individuals who purchase a 
home in 2018 can deduct mortgage 
interest up to $750,000 of acquisition 
indebtedness (previously $1 million). 
The interest decuction on home-
equity indebtedness has been 
eliminated.

6
Retirement Fund 
Contribution Limits
INCREASED
You can now contribute 
up to $18,500 to your 
401(k), 403(b), most 457 
plans, and Thrift Savings 
Plan. That’s a $500 increase 
from the 2017 limit.

7

State and Local 
TAXES
$10,000 in state and 
local income taxes is 
the maximum that 
can be deducted.

4

Standard Deduction 
INCREASED
A key change is an INCREASE in 
the STANDARD DEDUCTION, 
compared to 2017.

1
$6,350

$12,000
17

18

Single | Married Filing Separately

$9,350

$18,000
17

18

Head of Household

$12,700

$24,000
17

18

Married Filing Jointly

Child Tax Credit 
EXPANDED
In 2018, the credit increases to $2,000. 
Plus, there is a new $500 credit for 
non-child dependents.

3
$1,000

$2,000
17

18

Child Tax Credit

$10K

Qualified Business Income 
DEDUCTION
Qualified Business Income Deduction (QBI):
Taxpayers who own sole proprietorships, LLCs, 
rental properties, S corporations, and partnerships 
may be able to deduct 20 percent 
of qualified business 
income if they 
meet specific 
criteria.

8

20%

$18,500

$750,500
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The new tax rules associated with the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act  
may impact your return this year. This infographic shows you how. 




